Assessment of the gait-related acceleration patterns in adults with autism spectrum disorder.
Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) can exhibit a range of movement issues, which are often characterized by a general slowing of movement responses that can extend to walking speed. The current study was designed to examine the spatio-temporal features and pattern of acceleration for the trunk, neck and head during walking for a cohort of adults with ASD compared to neurotypical individuals. Twenty young adults with ASD and 20 age-matched neurotypical adults participated in this study. Participants performed five walking trials across a 20ft Protokinetics pressure sensitive surface at their preferred walking speed. Accelerations were collected using three triaxial accelerometers affixed to the head, neck, and lower trunk. Comparisons of acceleration amplitude (i.e., RMS), frequency, segmental gain and regularity (i.e., SampEn) during the walking tasks were performed. Results revealed that the adults with ASD walked slower than the neurotypical persons with a greater proportion of time spent in double stance. Despite walking at a slower pace overall, the adults with ASD exhibited a decreased ability to attenuate gait-related oscillations from the trunk to the head. Overall, these findings suggest that adults with ASD exhibited a decreased ability to accommodate and dampen those accelerations related to walking. As declines in gait speed are often linked with loss of head control, one suggestion is that the inability to appropriately compensate for gait-related oscillations may, in part, explain why persons with ASD walk slower.